TOWNSHIP 5 SOUTH, RANGE 10 WEST

Standard W 1/16 Corner, Section 36, T5S, R10W See LFCo. Map #701

Set 1¼" x 36" stainless steel pipe for the corner, established by Longview Fibre Company.

From which:
18" Hemlock bears N 48° W 14.60 feet; scribed "Std W1/16 S36 BT"; screw nail, lead washer, yellow aluminum section marker plate.

36" Hemlock bears N 12° E 14.95 feet; scribed "#STD W1/16 S36 BT"; screw nail, lead washer, yellow aluminum section marker plate.

Corner is on gently southerly slope.

Established and monumented by authority and instruction of Russell B. Bass, LFCo. (RS 558)

Monumented and scribed on 9/6/72 by: R. Thompson, D. McCollam

Standard 1/4 Corner, Section 36, T5S, R10W

Set 1¼" x 30" stainless steel pipe for the corner, re-established by Longview Fibre Company.

From which:
10" Hemlock bears N 17° W 8.05 feet; scribed "1/4 S36 BT"; screw nail, lead washer, yellow aluminum section marker plate.

15" Hemlock bears N 74° E 39.65 feet; scribed "1/4 S36 BT"; screw nail, lead washer, yellow aluminum section marker plate.

Corner is 50' west of road.

September 6, 1972

Set by: Russell B. Bass, LFCo., RS 558
Monumented by: Wayne Brewer, Robert Mansfield
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